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Spallation versus Synchrotron
Light
ESS
• Product: Neutrons
• Process: Spallation.
Emission of neutrons
from a target after proton
bombardment.

MaxLab
• Product: X-Ray
• Process: Synchrotron
radiation when bending
the electron beam (IDs)

Spallation:
p + heavy nucleus = ~30 n + fragments
2.5 GeV
e.g. W, Pb, U
23 MeV/n	


98-6240 uc/vlb"

Spallation: Production of Neutrons
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Emerging “Cascade” Particles
(high energy,~E < Ep) (n, p. π, …)
(These may collide with other
nuclei with effects similar to
that of the original proton
collision.)
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Evaporating Particles
(Low energy, E ~ 1–10 MeV);
(n, p, d, t, … (mostly n)
and γ rays and electrons.)

γ
Electrons (usually e+)
and gamma rays due to
radioactive decay.
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From: T.E. Mason, Neutron Sources for Materials Research.

Figures of merit:
ESS
• Neutron Flux
– Beam Power: P=I*E*F
• Current (I)
• Energy (E)
• Duty Cycle (F)

• Reliability
– Both for the Users
– and to protect the
accelerator.

Synchrotron Light
• Brightness:
– Current
– Emittance

• Critical Energy:
– Energy

• Stability:
– Position
– Lifetime

Time Structure: Accelerator Parameters
ESS is a long-pulse source. In a short-pulse source, the ‘long’ beam pulse from a linac (~1 ms) is
compressed in an accumulator ring and a much shorter (~1 µs) pulse is extracted from the ring.

With long pulses we are spared the additional complexity of a ring, and we can accelerate protons
instead of H- if there is no ring injection. However, we would like to have the proton pulse
matched to the time scale of the neutron moderation process at ~100 µs, so there is an incentive
to make it as short as possible.
How short is possible? Given the beam power of 5 MW, we can optimize beam energy, beam
current, pulse repetition frequency and pulse length.
Beam energy: Upper limit is 3-4 GeV, set by the size of the ESS site, but lower is cheaper
Beam current: Upper limit is perhaps 75-100 mA, set by beam physics and reliability
Current choice is 2.5 GeV, 50 mA, giving 125 MW peak and 4% duty cycle to reach 5 MW average
Pulse length 100 µs and 4% duty cycle gives pulse frequency of 400 Hz, but such a high frequency
would cause neutron pulses to overlap at instruments, so the choice is 2.86 ms and 14 Hz.

ESS Linac Parameters
Particles

P

Energy

2.5 GeV

Current

50 mA

Average Power

5 MW

Peak Power

125 MW

Pulse Length

2.86 ms

Rep. Rate

14 Hz

Max Cavity Surface Field

40 MV/m

Operating time

5200 h/year

Reliability (all facility)

95%
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of the linear accelerator is 442.691 m (c.f. Table 4.1). The length of the upgrade space is 101.585 m. The
section that lifts the beam 4 m from the tunnel level to the level of the target needs 14.158 m projected
on the horizontal plane. The remaining distance up to the monolith centre is 44.500 m. This is illustrated
in Figure 4.7.

Figure 4.7: End coordinates and overall dimensions of the accelerator, from ion source to target.

4.2
4.2.1

Beam physics
Introduction

The beam physics design of the ESS linac has evolved through numerous iterations and has now reached a

Time Schdule

ESS Linac Evolution
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Ion Source and NC Linac

Prototype proton source operational,
and under further development, in
Catania. Output energy 75 keV.

Design exists for ESS RFQ similar to 5 m long
IPHI RFQ at Saclay. Energy 75->3000 keV.

DTL design work at ESS
and in Legnaro, 3000
keV->80 MeV.
Picture from CERN
Linac4 DTL.
Design work at ESS Bilbao for MEBT with
instrumentation, chopping and collimation.

Spoke Cavities and Cryomodules

Superconducting double-spoke
accelerating cavity, for particles with
beta = 0.5, energy 80->200 MeV.

Power coupler,
the antenna
feeding up to
300 kW RF
power to the
cavities.

Cold tuner, to mechanically
fine-tune the 352 MHz
resonance frequency.

Single-spoke
prototype for
EURISOL

Cryomodule, holding two cavities
at 2 K with superfluid helium.
Length 2.9 m, diameter 1.3 m.
Cavity design done at IPN,
Orsay, and prototype cavity
has been ordered. Niobium
procured and sent to
manufacturer.
Cryomodule design highly
advanced but not complete.

Elliptical Cavities and Cryomodules

Superconducting five-cell elliptical
cavity (not ESS). Two families, for beta
= 0.67, energy 200->630 MeV and
beta = 0.92, energy 630->2500 MeV.

Electrical field lines in ESS-like 5-cell
cavity, 704 MHz, with cross section
constructed from ellipses and straight
lines.

Cavity and cryomodule
design well advanced at
Saclay.
Elliptical Cavities
Cryomodule Technology
Demonstrator, ECCTD,
to be ready 2015.
ESS elliptical cryomodule (not final) with 4 5-cell cavities and
4 power couplers for up to ~1 MW peak RF power.

RF Systems
Main features:
- One RF power source (klystron, IOT, ...) per resonator
- Two klystrons per modulator for ellipticals
- Pulsed-cathode klystrons for RFQ, DTL and ellipticals
- Gridded tubes (tetrodes or IOTs) for spokes
- Klystrons grouped across RF gallery
- Bundled waveguide layout

SNS klystron gallery
Frequency
(MHz)

No. of
couplers

Max power
(kW)

DTL

352.21

4

2150

Spokes

352.21

28

280

Medium betas

704.42

60

560

High betas

704.42

128

850

RFQ

352.21

1

900

Proposed layout of ESS linac tunnel
and klystron gallery

Beam Physics

Beam density from RFQ to target with
aperture

Longitudinal acceptance
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he external force and ksc derives from the space charge. The factor k0 can be
are of the phase advance per unit length without space charge while k0 – ksc is the
pace charge. With a lattice period of length L, we can also introduce the phase
eriod without space charge σ0t as

Space charge
(2)

er lattice period including space charge is similarly given by

space charge is
(3)
one of the main
igure 1 illustrates the sources
space-charge of
force, which for a uniform beam density
mirskij distribution) is linear up to its sharp edge and then falls like 1/r, but in
focusing.
ooth function of radius. The lower plot shows schematically the corresponding
• Not
perturbation.
eriod, which for particles
in theacore
has the value σt, and then it increases to σ0t
cillation amplitudes that extend far outside of the core where the space-charge
• Included in the
.
design from start.
•

tic illustration of space-charge force as a function of transverse coordinate (top) and

High Energy Beam Transport
HEBT from end of accelerator to target wheel,
including dogleg from tunnel to surface level,
expansion magnets and tuning beam dump.

Quadrupole doublet
for linac and HEBT.

Example of beam profile on target (160 mm
× 60 mm) with a peak current density of
49 µA/cm2.
Beam expansion on target with quadrupole
magnets plus two octupoles.?

Fixed collimator outside proton-beam
window with design depending on beam
halo and acceptable peak current density.

Raster System
• Power density of the beam out of the
Linac too high for a good lifetime of
the target.
• The beam should be blown out and
smear before the target.
• 2D fast rasting system sends factions
of the 2.86 ms to different parts of the
target.

Beam Expander Systems II: 1D
Rastering
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Beam Expander Systems II: 1D
Rastering

Beam Expander Systems II: LANL
APT

x,y [arb. units]

fy/fx = 5:4

One ESS pulse

Monte Carlo Simulation: 5:4 pattern

10 Mparticles - time-lapse:
http://users-phys.au.dk/heinetho/raster_anim_MC.gif

Table 4.39: Types of beam instrumentation devices and their abbreviations.
stop. A temporary spectrometer line after the first solenoid will provide energy spread measurements. After
completion of these measurements, the permanently installed LEBT instrumentation will remain to support
all future activities. Figure 4.101 schematically depicts the layout of this permanent instrumentation.

Diagnostics
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Section
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BCM

BCM Sol

BPM
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NPM
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BSM

Grid BCM RFQ
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–
–
–
–
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1
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2
1
DTL Figure 4.101:
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1
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Medium48
2
32
–
–
1
4
4
–
4
4
The next
major
step
will
be
the
commissioning
of
the
radio
frequency
quadrupole
High60
1
30
–
–
–
4
4
–
4
4 (RFQ) and the
medium energy
beam
transport
(MEBT)
line.
As
with
the
LEBT,
a
temporary
spectrometer
line will
Upgrade
22
2
14
–
–
–
4
4
–
2
2
2
–
3
4 the 2MEBT.
4 A slit
– and grid system
be used to A2T
measure the20energy2 spread16 after –the RFQ
and
then
after
Dump Line
10
2
8
–
1
–
1
1
1
1
–

will measure the emittance, and BCMs will monitor transmitted current and charge. Fast BCMs will also
Total chopper
214performance.
21
142With2the beam
6
8
29 by 28
3
21 beam15position monitors
measure MEBT
bunched
the RFQ,
the
(BPMs) that depend upon the presence of high frequencies will measure the position and phase to aid
in beam steering, and
setting
the phase and
amplitude
of the
andsection.
buncher systems. LongituTablein
4.40:
Beam instrumentation
device
count, organised
by RFQ
accelerator
dinal bunch shape monitors (BSMs) will measure bunch length while wire scanners (WS) will measure
linac (DTL)
is commissioned
sequence
into Faraday cups
located after
each of the tanks.devices
Space is shown in
the transverse
beamtank
size.
The layoutin of
the permanently
installed
instrumentation
constraints inside the tanks limit the diagnostics to BCMs in some end-walls and BPMs embedded within
Figure 4.102.
a few otherwise empty drift tubes. The Faraday cups along with a wire scanner reside within the thin
inter-tank chambers. After the DTL is tuned, beam is transported to a Faraday cup at the end of the spoke
section. This beam is initially at 80 MeV and is gradually raised to around 200 MeV by tuning the spoke
section. Next, this 200 MeV beam is transported to a Faraday cup at the end of the medium- section
and, after tuning, reaches the desired energy of around 600 MeV. Finally, this last insertable Faraday cup
QV
QH
QV
QH
QV
QH
is retracted
and beam
transported
through
the high-QHsection
to the
dump where
full
RFQ BCM BCM
BPM
NPM isWS
BPM
Halo
WS linac
Coll tuning
Slit BPM
BPMenergy
BPM
is eventually achieved. After the linac (and target systems) have been set up, dipoles are energised and
BLM BLM BLM
the initial beam travels to the target. The ESS facility can then begin the ramp to high power.
During commissioning and tuning procedures, BPMs provide phase information to set up over 200
TNK
accelerating structures and also provide the position information required to centre beam
in the aperture.
Wire scanners support transverse matching, while BSMs support longitudinal matching. BLMs and BCMs
measure loss and transmission respectively, and via their interface to the machine protection system (MPS),
protect the accelerator components from beam-induced damage. Halo monitors measure the evolution of
QV particles can cause unwanted activation in the accelerator
particles
that BCM
emerge QV
from the
beamQH
core. These
BSM Coll Grid
WS BCM
BPM
Halo NPM WS FC
BCM BPM
BPM
NPM WS FC
or unwanted thermal load on collimator and target components. For beam pulses longer than a few percent
of the nominal 2.86 ms pulse length, wire scanners can no longer survive in the beam’s core, so non-invasive
Figure 4.102:
layout
of instrumentation
MEBT and
the
DTLbeam
tank.
Buncher cavities
profileSchematic
monitors (NPM)
provide
the transverse profile for
measurements.
Since
thefirst
transverse
density
is critically
important
to the survival
dump andtoroid
target components,
it istoroid.
measuredThe
redundantly
by
are not shown.
BCM
pairs represent
oneofstandard
and one fast
BLM triplet
represents
the grids (that can survive the expanded beam), imaging devices (Img) and an NPM that make up the
one ion chamber, one neutron detector, and one fast loss monitor.
beam-on-target (BoT) system.
With the exception of the temporary spectrometer systems for LEBT and MEBT, all of this instrumentationagain
will beto
permanently
installedthe
and next
available
for in
online
measurements. Devices
are located
according
Referring
Figure 4.102,
step
commissioning
becomes
apparent.
Each drift tube
to best practices developed at similar facilities. Where cross-checks are required, diverse measurement
techniques are used. Moderate redundancy is employed, such that failure or maintenance of individual
devices will not lead to excessive downtime. These considerations have led to the baseline layout of beam
instrumentation that is summarised in Table 4.40. The systems that contain all of these devices are
discussed in more detail within their respective sections.
The instrumentation systems fall into three categories:
Category 1 Intermediate destinations for commissioning and tuning (emittance slits and grids, Faraday
cups), and other interceptive devices used in the core of the beam (wire scanners and bunch shape
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Figure 4.103: Beam pulse parameter envelope for di↵erent modes of diagnostic operation. Allowable
regions are shaded. Top: For insertable (category 1) instrumentation devices. Bottom: For 50 kW beam
to the linac tuning dump.

High Power Accelerator Reliability
Experience Reliability and Availability
Data compiled at the 2008 ICFA High Brightness workshop, Nashville TN
ESS aim is 95% availiability for entire
facility.

ESS

- Higher than any existing facility
- Based on discussions with users
- Using weighted percentage of
scheduled beam power >70%
averaged over 1 second
For example, consider a day with:
- One hour of 70% power
- 4 hrs with 90% power
- 18.9 hrs with 100% power
- 6 min accelerator trip
Gives an availability of 96.66%.

Reliability and Availability

Similar performance across several facilities
9

Facilities with the fewest long outages have the highest
availability

Managed by UT-Battelle
for the U.S. Department of Energy

Presentation_name

Contribution to down time (>0.4%)
E. S. Lessner and P. N. Ostroumov (2005)

Other components
• Vacuum: Stainless Steel pipe, with ion
and turbo pumps.
• Control System: EPICS
• Magnets, power Supplies…

